
Our company is looking to fill the role of supervisor electrical. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supervisor electrical

Communicate status of work activities as need with department manager or
other departments
Should be able to identify opportunities of claims including insurance and
Extra cost and /or overrun Time extension in order to fully support Project
team in Claims management
Effectively lead the team by proactively resolving employee issues, builds
team work, and ensures adherence to all GP policies and procedures
Conduct field walk downs to scope out all components necessary for
planning electrical work and order all parts and materials needed to complete
work
Develop and maintain an effective working relationship with Operation,
Procurement, Engineering, and Contract Planner
Monitors PM completion efficiency, work order backlog, and completion of
both
Maintain and build bill of material and other information stored in the CMMS
database
Schedules and supervises the work as arranged through the Maintenance
Planner to maintain equipment to meet production requirements
Oversee the activities of subordinates to ensure day-to-day and project
responsibilities are completed in accordance with plant/HTC guidelines and
timelines
Ensure the proper functioning of all electrical and control systems on a daily
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Qualifications for supervisor electrical

Performance Management including job assignments for development
Ability to apply intensive and diversified evaluation, selection, and substantial
adaptation and modification of standard machine shop, electrical shop,
maintenance shop, chemical process, and tooling inspection techniques,
procedures, and criteria
Ability to negotiate with contractors for facilities/buildings maintenance
The ideal candidate will be a high school graduate or equivalent, have a
trades ticket or an electrical engineer designation accompanied by a
minimum of 5 years related experience in the area of specialization
Previous experience with the JD Edwards information processing system will
be considered an asset, but is not a requirement
Seven to ten years’ experience in mining or a related industry or degree in
Electrical or related discipline


